Home Learning
Primary 3
Term 2
Below is a selection of activities that can be worked on individually, by your child, or together as a
family. They can share their work with their class if they wish.

Reading
Please encourage your child to read for pleasure and/or purpose. It doesn’t always have
to be a book – it can be a magazine, instructions for a game or how to build something, a
shopping list or ingredients for a recipe. The options are endless!
Home Learning
Expressive Arts

This is an exciting term in P3 as we will be learning, practicing, and performing our show!
We will be sending home scripts and song lyrics for children to learn and practice, please spend some
time rehearsing. Can you perform the songs to any family members? Can you teach them the songs?

Writing

RME

Choose a character from your favorite book or
TV show and write a description about them
using good describing words. Try to join your
sentences with connectives and remember your
capital letters and full stops.

We have been looking at world religions’ key beliefs and
values. Watch an episode of Cbeebies ‘Treasure Champs’ and
discuss/share your thoughts with each other.

Health & Wellbeing

Maths

Get outdoors!
Have a look at the attached ‘month of outdoors’
calendar, choose an activity (maybe more!) and
enjoy some family & friends time outdoors.

Show it 4 ways!
Can you pick any 2-digit number and show it 4
ways?

Maths

Mental Agility
Use your Sumdog login and practice the skills we
have been working on in class – focus on
something you are finding tricky or would really
like to get better at!
https://www.sumdog.com/user/sign_in

Treasure Champs
https://www.bbc.co.uk/iplayer/episodes/b09m901s/treasure-champs

Challenge: can you ‘show it 4 ways’ with a 3digit number?
*see example on next page*

Health & Wellbeing

Food & Health
Can you help an adult in your house
prepare a meal or do some baking?
Remember to tell them how to be safe &
hygienic when working with food.

